Appledore School have ‘super learners’ as part of their work to promote
positive learning skills and develop growth mindsets.
Together, the staff and children have defined a super learner as someone who
is resilient, inquisitive, risk taking, supportive, motivated and determined.
Every day the staff and children in each class nominate and select a super
learner of the day. They identify the ways in which they have demonstrated
their super learner powers!

All super learners are given a wrist band to take home and wear a specially
designed cape!
This initiative is enthusiastically received by the children and enables them to
identify learning skills in themselves and others.

Are you a super learner?
How would I
know if I
had met a
super
learner?

…is supportive
Helps others to learn

A super
learner
……

…is resilient
Bounces back and
learns from
mistakes

…is determined
Stays on task and
keeps going even
when it is difficult

…is inquisitive
Asks questions and explores

…takes risks

…is motivated
Gets started and wants
to learn as much as
they can

Has a go even when they are unsure

Super Learner
I am resilient

I am determined

I bounce back and
learn from mistakes

I stay on task and
keep going even when
it is difficult

I am inquisitive
I ask questions and explore

I am motivated
I get started and
want to learn as much
as I can

I am supportive

I take risks

I help others to learn

I have a go even when
I am unsure

Why be a super learner?
Because I am
a super
learner, I
believe in
myself and I
can solve all
sorts of
problems. I
am ready for
anything!

Super Learner
Where am I on the super learner scale at the moment?

What will I do to move up the scale?

Draw yourself as a super learner!

